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ON THE NULLSTELLENSA¨TZE FOR STEIN SPACES
AND C-ANALYTIC SETS
FRANCESCA ACQUISTAPACE, FABRIZIO BROGLIA AND JOSE´ F. FERNANDO
Abstract. In this work we prove the real Nullstellensatz for the ring OpXq of analytic functions
on a C-analytic set X Ă Rn in terms of the saturation of  Lojasiewicz’s radical in OpXq: The
ideal IpZpaqq of the zero-set Zpaq of an ideal a of OpXq coincides with the saturation Ą L?a of
 Lojasiewicz’s radical  L
?
a. If Zpaq has ‘good properties’ concerning Hilbert’s 17th Problem, then
IpZpaqq “ Ăr?a where r?a stands for the real radical of a. The same holds if we replace r?a with
the real-analytic radical ra
?
a of a, which is a natural generalisation of the real radical ideal in
the C-analytic setting. We revisit the classical results concerning (Hilbert’s) Nullstellensatz in
the framework of (complex) Stein spaces.
Let a be a saturated ideal of OpRnq and YRn the germ of the support of the coherent sheaf
that extends aORn to a suitable complex open neighbourhood of R
n. We study the relationship
between a normal primary decomposition of a and the decomposition of YRn as the union of
its irreducible components. If a :“ p is prime, then IpZppqq “ p if and only if the (complex)
dimension of YRn coincides with the (real) dimension of Zppq.
Introduction
In this paper we characterise the ideals a of the algebra OpXq that have the zero property
where X is either a Stein space or a C-analytic set (also known as C-analytic subset of Rn).
Recall that an ideal a of OpXq has the zero property if it coincides with the ideal IpZpaqq
of all analytic functions on X vanishing on its zero-set Zpaq. More generally, we approach the
problem of determining the ideal IpZpaqq algebraically from an ideal a of OpXq. These problems
are commonly known as Nullstellensa¨tze. The complex and the real-analytic case have deserved
the attention of specialists in both matters for a long time.
Our results are new for the general real case. Until now, all known results exist only for two
particular situations:
(1) compact analytic spaces [Jw, Rz] or
(2) analytic spaces of low dimensions [A, BP]: 0, 1 or 2.
For the complex case we extend the classical Forster’s Nullstellensatz by removing the condition
that the involved ideal a, for which one computes IpZpaqq, is closed.
The complex case. The main known results concerning the complex analytic Nullstellensatz
go back to the 1960’s and are due to Forster [F] and Siu [S]. To state the main results, we ﬁx a
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Stein algebra OpXq :“ H0pX,OX q, that is, the algebra of global analytic sections on a (reduced)
Stein space pX,OX q. There are crucial diﬀerences concerning the behaviour of polynomial
functions on an algebraic variety and analytic functions on a Stein space. Besides that OpXq
is neither noetherian nor a unique factorization domain, two main obstructions appear to get
a Nullstellensatz. The ﬁrst one arises because there are proper prime ideals with empty zero-
set while the second one appears because the ‘multiplicity’ of an analytic function G P OpXq
vanishing (identically) on a discrete set can be unbounded. Thus, if another analytic function
F P OpXq vanishes on the zero-set of G with multiplicity 1, no power of F can belong to the
ideal GOpXq. Classical examples of the previous situations, for which K denotes either R or C,
are the following:
Example 1. Let U be an ultraﬁlter of subsets of N containing all coﬁnite subsets. For an analytic
function F P OpKq we denote the multiplicity of F at the point z P K with multzpF q. Put
MpF,mq :“ tℓ P N : multℓpF q ě mu. Consider the non-empty set
p :“ tF P OpKq : MpF,mq P U @m ě 0u.
Let us check that p is a prime ideal. Indeed, let F,G P p. Then MpF,mq XMpG,mq Ă
MpF ` G,mq because multℓpF ` Gq ě mintmultℓpF q,multℓpGqu, so MpF ` G,mq P U for all
m ě 0. On the other hand, if F P p and G P OpKq, then multℓpFGq “ multℓpF q `multℓpGq, so
MpFG,mq ĄMpF,mq P U for all m ě 0.
Suppose F1F2 P p but F1, F2 R p. Then there exist m1,m2 ě 0 such that
MpF1,m1q,MpF2,m2q R U.
Take m0 :“ maxtm1,m2u and noteMpF1,m0q,MpF2,m0q R U; hence,MpF1,m0qYMpF2,m0q R
U. On the other hand,
MpF1,m0q YMpF2,m0q ĄMpF1F2, 2m0q P U,
so also MpF1,m0q YMpF2,m0q P U, which is a contradiction. Thus, p is a prime ideal.
Finally, observe Zppq “ ∅. For each k ě 1 let Gk P OpKq be an analytic function such that
ZpGkq “ tℓ P N : ℓ ě ku and multℓpGkq “ ℓ for all ℓ ě k. Since U contains all coﬁnite subsets,
we deduce that each Gk P p, so Zppq Ă
Ş
kě1ZpGkq “ ∅.
Example 2. Let F,G P OpKq be the analytic functions given by the inﬁnite products:
F pzq :“
ź
ně1
´
1´ z
n2
¯
and Gpzq :“
ź
ně1
´
1´ z
n2
¯n
for all z P K. The zero-sets of F and G coincide with the set tn2 : n ě 1u and we denote
a “ GOpKq. If the classical Nullstellensatz held for OpKq, there would exist an integer m ě 0
and an analytic function H P OpKq such that Fm “ GH. Let us compare multiplicities in the
previous formula at the point pm` 1q2: the left hand side vanishes at the point pm` 1q2 with
multiplicity m while the right hand side vanishes at the point pm`1q2 with multiplicity ě m`1,
which is a contradiction. Thus, we conclude IpZpaqq ‰ ?a.
To control these diﬃculties, Forster showed ﬁrst that the prime closed ideals p of OpXq
endowed with its usual Fre´chet’s topology [GR, VIII.A] have the zero property, that is, IpZppqq “
p. Afterwards he proved that the closed ideals a of OpXq admit (as in the noetherian case) a
normal primary decomposition (see §1.C). Of course, for a general normal primary decomposition
there exist countably many primary ideals qi.
In this context we extend Forster’s Nullstellensatz (see Section 2 for precise statements) to
the non-closed case as we state in the next result. Given an ideal b of OpXq, we denote its
closure with respect to the usual Fre´chet’s topology of OpXq with b.
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Theorem 1 (Nullstellensatz). Let pX,OX q be a Stein space and a Ă OpXq an ideal. Then
IpZpaqq “ ?a.
In particular, IpZpaqq “ a if and only if a is radical and closed.
We will show in Remark 1.4 that if a is a closed ideal with normal primary decomposition
a “ ŞiPI qi, we have ?a “ ŞiPI ?qi. Nevertheless, it may happen that ?a Ľ ?a because the
radical of a closed ideal a needs not to be closed (see Section 2). However, the radical of a closed
primary ideal q is still closed, see Lemma 1.1.
The real case. The situation in the real case is more demanding. We have similar initial
diﬃculties to the ones described in the complex analytic case. Examples 1 and 2 are generalised
to the real case as follows.
Examples 3. (i) The ideal a in Example 1 is a real ideal, that is, if a sum of squares
řp
i“1 f
2
i in
OpRq belongs to a, then each fi P a. Indeed, assume f :“
řp
i“1 f
2
i P a. Since
multℓpfq “ 2mintmultℓpf1q, . . . ,multℓpfpqu,
we deduce Mpf, 2mq ĂMpfi,mq for all m ě 0 and i “ 1, . . . , p. Thus, since each Mpf, 2mq P U,
we deduce Mpfi,mq P U for all m ě 0, that is, each fi P a. Thus, a is a real prime ideal with
empty zero-set.
(ii) Concerning Example 2, let f, g P OpRq be the corresponding analytic functions deﬁned by
the formulas proposed there and let a :“ gOpRq. We want to show IpZpaqq ‰ r?a where r?a is
the real radical of a (see equation (I.2) below). Indeed, let us prove f R r?a. Otherwise there
would exist an integer m ě 1 and analytic functions h1, . . . , hp, h P OpRq such that
f2m `
pÿ
i“1
h2i “ gh.
Comparing the orders at both sides of the previous equality at the point p2m ` 1q2, we obtain
a contradiction.
Consider a C-analytic subset X Ă Rn and let IpXq be the ideal of all (real) analytic functions
vanishing on X. The structure sheaf of X is the coherent sheaf OX :“ ORn{IpXqORn . Its ring
of global analytic sections
OpXq :“ H0pX,OXq “ OpRnq{IpXq
can be seen as a subset of the Stein algebra Op rXq of its complexiﬁcation rX (understood as a
complex analytic set germ at X, see §1.A). We stress that X needs not to be coherent as an
analytic set. Recall also that Cartan proved in [C1, VIII.Thm.4, pag.60] that if Y is a Stein
space, the closure of an ideal b of OpY q coincides with its saturation
b˜ :“ tF P OpY q : Fz P bOY,z @ z P Y u “ H0pY, bOY q.
We endow OpXq with the topology induced by Fre´chet’s topology of Op rXq but now the saturation
a˜ :“ tf P OpXq : fx P aOX,x @x P Xu “ H0pX, aOX q
of an ideal a of OpXq does not need to be closed. However, as de Bartolomeis proved in
[dB1, dB2], each saturated ideal a of OpXq (that is, such that a “ a˜) admits a normal primary
decomposition similar to the one devised by Forster in the complex case. Note also that the
previous deﬁnition of saturation coincides with the one proposed by Whitney for ideals in the
ring of smooth functions over a real smooth manifold [M, II.1.3].
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Before stating our main result, we introduce some terminology. Given f, g P OpXq, we say
that f ě g if fpxq ě gpxq for all x P X. Given an ideal a of OpXq, we deﬁne its  Lojasiewicz
radical as
 L
?
a :“ tg P OpXq : D f P a, m ě 1 such that f ´ g2m ě 0u. (I.1)
The notion of  Lojasiewicz radical has been used by many authors to approach diﬀerent prob-
lems mainly related to rings of germs, see for instance [N], [D, p. 104], [K, 1.21] or [DM, §6] but
also in the global smooth case [ABN]. We say that an ideal a of OpXq is convex if each g P OpXq
satisfying |g| ď f for some f P a belongs to a. In particular,  Lojasiewicz’s radical  L?a of an ideal
a of OpXq is a radical convex ideal. Our main result in this setting is the following.
Theorem 2 (Real Nullstellensatz). Let X Ă Rn be a C-analytic set and a an ideal of the ring
OpXq. Then
IpZpaqq “Ą L?a.
In particular, IpZpaqq “ a if and only if a is a convex, radical and saturated ideal.
If we compare the previous result to the real Nullstellensatz for the ring of polynomial func-
tions on a real algebraic variety, we observe that  Lojasiewicz’s radical plays an analogous role
to the one performed by the classical real radical. In our context the real radical of an ideal a
of OpXq is
r
?
a :“
!
f P OpXq : f2m `
pÿ
k“1
a2k P a and ai P OpXq, m, p ě 0
)
. (I.2)
Recall that a is a real ideal if a “ r?a.
It is natural to search relations between both radicals. This question forces us to compare
positive semideﬁnite analytic functions with sums of squares of analytic functions in close relation
to Hilbert’s 17th Problem for the analytic setting [ABFR3]. In Section 3 we see that both
radicals coincide in the abstract setting of the real spectrum of a ring A. In Section 5 we prove
the equalityĄ L?a “ Ăr?a for an ideal a of OpXq with the property that every positive semideﬁnite
analytic function whose zero-set is Z :“ Zpaq can be represented as a (ﬁnite) sum of squares
of meromorphic functions on X. Any C-analytic set Z Ă Rn with the previous property will
be called H-set. Some examples of H-sets are the following: discrete sets [BKS] and compact
sets [Jw, Rz]. Moreover, if X is either an analytic curve or a coherent analytic surface, every
analytic subset of X is an H-set [ABFR1, ABFR2].
Since inﬁnite (convergent) sums of squares of meromorphic functions make sense in OpXq (see
Section 1 and [ABF, ABFR3, BP]), we deﬁne the real-analytic radical of an ideal a of OpXq as
ra
?
a :“
!
f P OpRnq : f2m `
ÿ
kě1
a2k P a and ai P OpRnq, m ě 0
)
. (I.3)
We say that a is a real-analytic ideal if a “ r?a.
The equality Ąra?a “Ą L?a holds for an ideal a of OpXq with the property that every positive
semideﬁnite analytic function whose zero-set is Z :“ Zpaq can be represented as an inﬁnite sum
of squares of meromorphic functions on X. We call those C-analytic sets with the previous
property Ha-sets. An example of a Ha-set is a locally ﬁnite union of disjoint compact analytic
sets. Thus, if all connected components of X are compact, then all C-analytic subsets of X are
Ha-sets. The following result collects all this information.
Theorem 3. Let X Ă Rn be a C-analytic set and a an ideal of OpXq such that Zpaq is a H-set.
Then
IpZpaqq “ Ăr?a.
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In particular, IpZpaqq “ a if and only if a is real and saturated. The previous statements hold
for a Ha-set Zpaq replacing ‘real’ by ‘real-analytic’.
The previous result applies if X is either an analytic curve, a coherent analytic surface or a
C-analytic set whose connected components are all compact, so the real Nullstellensatz holds
for such an X in terms of the real radical (or the real-analytic radical).
In Section 6 we prove that the class of ideals of OpXq that have the zero property enjoys the
expected properties as it happens with the corresponding class in the algebraic setting. More
precisely, it holds:
Theorem 4. Let q Ă OpRnq be a saturated primary ideal. Then the following assertions are
equivalent
(i) IpZpqqq “ ?q.
(ii) dimpZCpqqq “ dimpZpqqq
(iii) There exists x P Zpqq such that dimpZpqORn,xqq “ dimpZpqOCn,xqq.
As it is well-known, condition (iii) in Theorem 4 is equivalent to the existence of a regular point
y P Zpqq for the ideal ?q. Recall that y P Zpqq is regular for the ideal ?q if dimpZpqqyq “ k and
there exists fk`1, . . . , fn P ?q such that rkp∇fk`1pyq, . . . ,∇fnpyqq “ n ´ k. The two previous
conditions imply that Zpqq X U “ Zpfk`1, . . . , fnq X U in a neighbourhood U of x.
Structure of the article. In Section 1 we state Forster’s and de Bartolomeis’ normal primary
decompositions for saturated ideals and recall the meaning of inﬁnite sums of squares in the real-
analytic setting. Section 2 is devoted to the complex Nullstellensatz while the real Nullstellensatz
is the content of Section 4. In Section 3 we see that  Lojasiewicz’s radical and the real radical
coincide in the abstract setting. We prove in Section 5 that an aﬃrmative answer for Hilbert’s
17th Problem implies that the saturations of  Lojasiewicz’s radical and the real radical coincide.
We also discuss certain properties concerning convex and quasi-real ideals. Finally, we analyse
the geometric meaning of the real Nullstellensatz for the ideal a in Section 6. To that end, we
compare the real dimension of the C-analytic set Z :“ Zpaq and the complex dimension of the
germ Zpab Cq.
1. Preliminaries on analytic geometry and saturated ideals
Although we deal with real-analytic functions, we make an extended use of complex analysis.
In the following holomorphic functions refer to the complex case and analytic functions to the
real case. For a further reading about holomorphic functions we refer the reader to [GR].
1.A. General terminology. Denote the coordinates in Cn with z :“ pz1, . . . , znq where zi :“
xi `
?´1yi. As usual xi :“ Repziq and yi :“ Impziq are respectively the real and the imaginary
parts of zi. Consider the conjugation σ : C
n Ñ Cn, z ÞÑ z :“ pz1, . . . , znq of Cn, whose set of
ﬁxed points is Rn. A subset A Ă Cn is invariant if σpAq “ A. Obviously, AXσpAq is the biggest
invariant subset of A. Let Ω Ă Cn be an invariant open set and F : Ω Ñ C a holomorphic
function. We say that F is invariant if F pzq “ pF ˝ σqpzq for all z P Ω. This implies that F
restricts to a (real) analytic function on Ω X Rn. Conversely, if f is analytic on Rn, it can be
extended to an invariant holomorphic function F on some invariant open neighbourhood Ω of
R
n. In general,
ℜpF q : ΩÑ C, z ÞÑ F pzq`pF˝σqpzq
2
and ℑpF q : ΩÑ C, z ÞÑ F pzq´pF˝σqpzq
2
?´1
are the real and the imaginary parts of F , which satisfy F “ ℜpF q ` ?´1ℑpF q. An analytic
subsheaf F of OΩ is called invariant if for each open invariant subset U Ă Ω and each F P
H0pU,Fq, the holomorphic function F ˝ σ P FpUq. If F is an invariant sheaf on Ω and F1, . . . , Fr P
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H0pΩ,Fq generate Fz as an OΩ,z-module for some z P Ω, then also ℜpF1q,ℑpF1q, . . . ,ℜpFrq,ℑpFrq
generate Fz as an OΩ,z-module.
We will use Zp¨q to denote the zero-set of p¨q and Ip¨q to denote the ideal of functions vanishing
identically on p¨q. For instance, if pX,OX q is either a Stein space or a real coherent analytic
space and S Ă OpXq, the zero-set of S is
ZpSq :“ tx P X : F pxq “ 0 @F P Su.
If Z Ă X, the ideal of Z is
IpZq :“ tF P OpXq : F pxq “ 0 @x P Zu.
For the sake of clearness we denote the elements of OpXq with capital letters if pX,OXq is a
Stein space and with small letters if pX,OXq is a real coherent analytic space. If a property
holds for both types of spaces, we keep capital letters.
If pX,OX q is a coherent (paracompact) real-analytic space, there exists a (paracompact)
complex analytic space p rX,O rXq such that
(i) X Ă rX is a closed subset and O rX,x “ OX,x b C for all x P X.
(ii) There exists an antiholomorphic involution σ : rX Ñ rX whose ﬁxed locus is X.
(iii) X has a fundamental system of invariant open Stein neighbourhoods in rX.
(iv) If X is reduced, then rX is also reduced.
The analytic space p rX,O rXq is called a complexiﬁcation of X. It holds that the germ of p rX,O rXq
at X is unique up to an isomorphism. For further details see [C2, To, WB].
A C-analytic set X Ă Rn endowed with its (coherent) structure sheaf OX “ ORn{IpXqORn
has a well-deﬁned complexiﬁcation exactly as above, except for the second condition in (i),
which may fail for the points of a C-analytic subset Y Ă X of smaller dimension. From now on
a (reduced) real-analytic space is a pair pX,OX q constituted of a C-analytic set X Ă Rn and its
structure sheaf OX .
1.B. Saturated and closed ideals. Let pX,OX q be either a Stein space or a real-analytic
space and a Ă OpXq an ideal. We consider its saturation
a˜ :“ tF P OpXq : Fx P aOX,x @x P Xu.
Of course, the ideal a is saturated if a˜ “ a.
In the complex case a˜ coincides with the closure of a in OpXq endowed with its usual Fre´chet
topology [C1, VIII.Thm.4, pag.60]. Thus, saturated ideals coincide with closed ideals. If pX,OXq
is a reduced Stein space, its Fre´chet topology is induced by a countable collection of the natural
seminorms } ¨ }m :“ supKmt| ¨ |u where tKmumě1 is an exhaustion of X by compact sets. Of
course, this topology does not depend on the chosen exhaustion [GR, VIII.A].
On the other hand, if pX,OX q is a real-analytic space, the inherited topology on OpXq is
induced by the following convergence: A sequence tfkukě1 of elements of OpXq converges to
f P OpXq if there exist a complexiﬁcation p rX,O rXq of pX,OX q and holomorphic extensions Fk
of fk and F of f such that Fk converges to F in H
0p rX,O rXq endowed with its Fre´chet topology
[dB1, §1.5]. With this topology OpXq is a complete topological R-algebra.
The saturation arises ‘naturally’ when dealing with Nullstellensa¨tze to manage the existence
of proper prime ideals and proper real prime ideals with empty zero-set (see Examples 1 and 3
in the Introduction).
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1.C. Closed primary ideals and normal primary decomposition. Let pX,OX q be either
a Stein space or a real-analytic space. One of the main properties of the closed and saturated
ideals of OpXq is that they enjoy a locally ﬁnite primary decomposition. Before entering into
further details, we recall some preliminary deﬁnitions. Given a collection of ideals taiuiPI of
OpXq, we say that it is locally ﬁnite if the family of their zero-sets tZpaiquiPI is locally ﬁnite in
X. A decomposition a “ ŞiPI ai of an ideal a of OpXq is called irredundant if a ‰ ŞiPK ai for
each proper subset K Ĺ I. Moreover, a primary decomposition a “ ŞiPI qi of an ideal a of OpXq
is called normal if it is locally ﬁnite, irredundant and the associated prime ideals pi :“ ?qi are
pairwise distinct. As usual, a primary ideal qj is called an isolated primary component if pj is
minimal among the primes tpiuiPI . Otherwise, qj is an immersed primary component.
Before we present the normal primary decomposition of saturated ideals due to Forster, we
recall some results concerning saturated primary ideals.
Lemma 1.1. Let q Ă OpXq be a primary ideal and F P OpXq. We have:
(i) If x P Zpqq, then F P q if and only if Fx P qOX,x.
(ii) q is saturated if and only if Zpqq ‰ ∅.
(iii) Zpqq is connected.
Proof. (i) See [F, §3.1.Lem.] and [dB1, 2.1.2]. In the statement of both results the authors
assume that the ideal q is saturated but this fact is only used to assure Zpqq ‰ ∅.
(ii) The ‘only if’ implication is clear. For the converse, choose a point x P Zpqq and observe
that by (i) q “ tF P OpXq : Fx P qOX,xu; hence, q is the ‘saturation’ of a local ideal, so it is
saturated.
(iii) If pX,OX q is a Stein space, the result follows from Theorem 2.1. If pX,OXq is a real-
analytic space, we recall a classical trick. Assume by contradiction that Zpqq is not connected
and let Y1, Y2 Ă Zpqq be two closed disjoint subsets such that Zpqq “ Y1 Y Y2. Observe in
particular that q must be saturated. Let f P q be such that Zpqq “ Zpfq (see Lemma 4.1 below)
and g P X an analytic function such that g is strictly positive on Y1 and strictly negative on
Y2 (use Whitney’s approximation lemma to construct g). Observe that Zpf2 ` g2q “ ∅, so
hi “
a
f2 ` g2 ` p´1qig is an analytic function whose zero-set is Yi. Moreover, h1h2 “ f2 P q.
However, h1, h2 R ?q because neither of them vanishes on Zpqq, which is a contradiction. Hence,
Zpqq is connected. 
Lemma 1.2. ([F, §4.Hilfssatz 5] and [dB2, 2.2.10]) Let taiuiPI be a locally ﬁnite family of
saturated ideals of OpXq and p Ă OpXq a prime saturated ideal such that ŞiPI ai Ă p. Then
there exists i P I such that ai Ă p.
Now we recall the normal primary decomposition of saturated ideals of OpXq.
Proposition 1.3. ([F, §5] and [dB1, Thm. 2.3.6]) Let a Ă OpXq be a saturated ideal of OpXq.
Then a admits a normal primary decomposition a “ Şi qi such that all primary ideals qi are sat-
urated. Moreover, the prime ideals pi :“ ?qi and the primary isolated components are uniquely
determined by a and do not depend on the normal primary decomposition of a.
Remark 1.4. Let us brieﬂy show that if a Ă OpXq is a saturated ideal of OpXq and a “ Şi qi is
a normal primary decomposition (such that all primary ideals qi are saturated), thenĂ?a “č
iPI
?
qi. (1.1)
Indeed, by Lemma 1.1(ii) each
?
qi is a prime saturated ideal. On the other hand, for each
x P X there exists a ﬁnite set Jx Ă I such that
qiOX,x “ OX,x (and so ?qiOX,x “ OX,xq @i R Jx.
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Thus, we getč
iPI
p?qiOX,xq “
č
iPJx
p?qiOX,xq “
´ č
iPJx
?
qi
¯
OX,x “
d´ č
iPJx
qi
¯
OX,x
“
d´ č
iPJx
qi
¯
OX,x “
d´č
iPI
qi
¯
OX,x “
a
aOX,x “
?
aOX,x.
Finally, by [dB1, Proof of Theorem 2.2.2, p.48] we conclude the required equalityĂ?a “ H0pX,?aOX,xq “ H0´X,č
iPI
p?qiOX,xq
¯
“
č
iPI
?
qi.
As the reader can straightforwardly check, the normal primary decompositions enjoy the good
behaviour one can expect when dealing with radical, real and real-analytic ideals.
Corollary 1.5. Let a Ă OpXq be a saturated ideal and a “ Şi qi a normal primary decomposition
of a. We have:
(i) If a is a radical, then each qi is prime and the normal primary decomposition is unique.
(ii) If a is a real (resp. real-analytic) ideal, every qi is a real (resp. real-analytic) prime ideal
and the normal primary decomposition is unique.
1.D. Inﬁnite sum of squares. Let pX,OX q be a real-analytic space. Following the proposi-
tions in [ABFR3, 1.3] for a real-analytic manifold, we say that an element f P OpXq is an inﬁnite
sum of squares of meromorphic functions on X if there exists a non-zero divisor g P OpXq such
that g2f is an absolutely convergent series
ř
kě1 f
2
k in OpXq, that is, there exist a complexiﬁ-
cation p rX,O rXq of pX,OXq and holomorphic extensions Fk of fk, F of f and G of g such that
G2F “ řkě1 F 2k and řkě1 F 2k is an absolutely convergent series with respect to the Fre´chet
topology of H0p rX,O rX q. In other words, for each compact set K Ă rX the series řkě1 supK |F 2k |
is convergent. For further details see [ABF, ABFR3, Fe].
2. The complex analytic Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1. We recall Forster’s results about the
Nullstellensatz for Stein algebras when dealing with closed ideals.
Theorem 2.1 (Closed primary case). Let pX,OX q be a Stein space and q Ă OpXq a closed
primary ideal. Then
IpZpqqq “ ?q.
Moreover,
(i) There exists a positive integer m ě 1 such that p?qqm Ă q.
(ii) If p Ă OpXq is a closed prime ideal, then IpZppqq “ p.
Theorem 2.2 (Closed general case). Let pX,OX q be a Stein space and a Ă OpXq a closed ideal.
Consider a normal primary decomposition a “ ŞiPI qi of a. For each i P I, deﬁne
hpqi, aq :“ inf
!
k P N : F k P qi, @F P
?
a
)
,
hpqiq :“ inftk P N : F k P qi, @F P ?qiu,
hpaq :“ inf
!
k P N : F k P a, @F P ?a
)
.
Then we have
(i) hpaq “ supiPIthpqi, aqu;
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(ii)
?
a is closed if and only if hpaq ă `8;
(iii) If a does not have immersed primary components, then hpaq “ supiPIthpqiqu;
(iv) IpZpaqq “ ?a if and only if hpaq ă `8 and if such is the case, then ?ahpaq Ă a.
To extend the Nullstellensatz to the non-closed case, we need the following characterisation
of the saturation of an ideal. Namely,
Deﬁnition and Lemma 2.3. Let pX,OX q be either a Stein space or a real-analytic space and
a an ideal of OpXq. Deﬁne
C1paq :“ tG P OpXq : @K Ă X compact DH P OpXq
such that ZpHq XK “ ∅ and HG P au,
C2paq :“ tG P OpXq : @x P X DH P H0pX,OX q
such that Hpxq ‰ 0 and HG P au.
Then a˜ “ C1paq “ C2paq.
Proof. As the chain of inclusions C1paq Ă C2paq Ă a˜ is clear, it only remains to check a˜ Ă C1paq.
We begin with the complex case. Let K Ă X be a compact set. As pX,OX q is a Stein space,
we may assume that K is holomorphically convex [GR, VII.A]. Since aOX is a coherent sheaf, we
deduce by Cartan’s Theorem A [C2] that there exists an open neighbourhood Ω of K in X and
A1, . . . , Ar P OpXq such that aOX,x is generated as an OX,x-module by A1,x, . . . , Ar,x for all x P Ω.
By [F, §2.Satz 3] and Cartan’s Theorem B the ﬁnitely generated ideal g :“ pA1, . . . , ArqOpXq is
saturated. By [F, §2.Satz 3] the ideal
pg : a˜q :“ tH P OpXq : H a˜ Ă gu
is saturated. Since aOX,x “ a˜OX,x for all x P X, we deduce pg : a˜qOX,x “ OX,x for all x P Ω,
that is, it is generated by 1 at any point of Ω. After shrinking Ω, we may assume that it is an
Oka–Weil neighbourhood of K and that H0pW, pg : a˜qOXq “ H0pW,OX q (see [GR, VII.A.Prop.3
& VIII.A.Prop.6]). By [GR, VIII.A.Thm.11] there exists a holomorphic function H P H0pX, pg :
a˜qOXq “ pg : a˜q that is close to 1 in K. Thus, ZpHq XK “ ∅ and H a˜ Ă g Ă a. Therefore, we
conclude a˜ Ă C1paq.
We consider the real case next. By [C2, Prop.2 & 5] the sheaf of ideals aOX can be extended
to a coherent sheaf of ideals F on an open Stein neighbourhood Ω of Rn in Cn. Hence the
inclusion a˜ Ă C1paq follows similarly to the one of the complex case and we leave the concrete
details to the reader. 
Remarks 2.4. Let a Ă b be ideals of OpXq and deﬁne Ripaq :“ Cip
?
aq for i “ 1, 2. Then
(i) Cipaq Ă Cipbq and Ripaq Ă Ripbq.
(ii) CipCipaqq “ Cipaq and RipRipaqq “ Ripaq.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let us prove
IpZpaqq “ R1paq “ R2paq “ Ă?a.
Clearly, R1paq Ă R2paq Ă Ă?a Ă IpZpaqq. Thus, it remains to prove the inclusion
IpZpaqq Ă R1paq.
Assume ﬁrst that a is a closed ideal and let K be a compact subset of X. Since pX,OX q is
a Stein space, we may assume that K is holomorphically convex [GR, VII.A]. Let a “ ŞiPI qi
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be a normal primary decomposition of a. As K is compact and tqiuiPI is locally ﬁnite, the set
J :“ ti P I : Zpqiq XK ‰ ∅u is ﬁnite. Let a1 :“
Ş
iPJ qi and a2 :“
Ş
iRJ qi; clearly, a “ a1 X a2.
SinceK Ă XzŤiRJ Zpqiq andK is holomorphically convex, there exists by [GR, VII.A.Prop.3]
an Oka–Weil neighbourhood U of K in XzŤiRJ Zpqiq. By [GR, VIII.A.Thm.11] there exists a
holomorphic function H P a2 “ H0pX, a2OXq that is close to 1 on K. On the other hand, since
IpZpqiqq “ ?qi for all i and there exists mi ě 1 such that p
?
q
i
qmi Ă pi (see Theorem 2.1), we
ﬁnd m ě 1 such that p?a1qm Ă a1. Moreover, since J is a ﬁnite set, we obtain
IpZpaqq “ IpZpa2 X a1qq “ I
´
Zpa2 X
č
iPJ
qi
¯
“ IpZpa2qq X
č
iPJ
IpZpqiqq
“ IpZpa2qq X
č
iPJ
?
qi “ IpZpa2qq X
?
a1.
If G P IpZpaqq, then pHGqm P a2a1 Ă a2 X a1 “ a, that is, HG P
?
a and so IpZpaqq Ă R1paq.
For the general case, we proceed as follows. By Lemma 2.3 it holds
a˜ “ C1paq Ă C1p
?
aq “ R1paq
and by Remarks 2.4 we get
IpZpaqq “ IpZpa˜qq “ R1pa˜q Ă R1pR1paqq “ R1paq “ Ă?a,
as required. 
Remark 2.5. If q is a primary ideal of OpXq, then by Lemma 1.1
Ă?q “ #?q if q is saturated,
H0pX,?qOXq otherwise.
Examples 2.6. (i) There are saturated ideals a of OpXq whose radical ?a is not saturated.
Consider the Stein space pC,OCq and for each k ě 1 let F,G P OpCq be holomorphic functions
whose respective zero-sets are N and such that multnpF q “ n and multnpGq “ 1 for all n P N.
Observe that the ideal a of OpCq generated by F is saturated because it is principal. However,
its radical
?
a is not saturated because G P Ă?az?a.
(ii) Conversely, there are non-saturated ideals of OpXq whose radical?a is saturated. Consider
the Stein space pC,OCq and for each k ě 1 let Fk P OpCq be a holomorphic function whose zero-
set is N and such that
multnpFkq :“
#
1 if n ă k,
2 if n ě k.
Let a be the ideal of OpCq generated by the functions Fk. Let also G P OpCq be a holomorphic
function whose zero-set is N and such that multnpGq “ 1 for all n P N. Notice that G2 “ F1 P a
and
?
a “ GOpCq “ a˜ ‰ a.
3. The real Nullstellensatz in terms of  Lojasiewicz’s radical
We present some results relating  Lojasiewicz’s radical to the real radical in the abstract setting
(see also [FG]).
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3.A. The real radical in the abstract setting. We begin by recalling some properties con-
cerning classical Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality and Lagrange’s equality. Cauchy-Schwarz’s in-
equality says that in an Euclidean space pE, x¨, ¨yq it holds |xx, yy| ď }x}}y} or equivalently
xx, yy2 ď }x}2}y}2 for every couple of vectors x, y P E. For Rn with its usual inner product we
have
px1y1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xnynq2 ď px21 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` x2nqpy21 ` . . . ` y2nq @ px1, . . . , xnq, py1, . . . , ynq P Rn.
For instance, we can prove the previous inequality using the following polynomial identity in
Zrx, ys :“ Zrx1, . . . , xn; y1, . . . , yns´ nÿ
i“1
x2i
¯´ nÿ
j“1
y2j
¯
´
´ nÿ
k“1
xkyk
¯2 “ nÿ
i,j“1
x2i y
2
j ´
nÿ
i,j“1
xiyixjyj
“
nÿ
i,j“1
i‰j
x2i y
2
j ´ 2
nÿ
i,j“1
iăj
xiyixjyj “
nÿ
i,j“1
iăj
pxiyj ´ xjyiq2, pLEq
which is known as Lagrange’s equality. Thus, if A is a (unitary commutative) ring and a1, . . . , an,
b1, . . . , bn P A, it holds that´ nÿ
i“1
a2i
¯´ nÿ
j“1
b2j
¯
´
´ nÿ
k“1
akbk
¯2 “ nÿ
i,j“1
iăj
paibj ´ ajbiq2 pCSq
is a ﬁnite sum of squares. On the other hand, we say that an element a P A of a real ring A is
non-negative and we write a ě 0 if it belongs to all prime cones of A. We prove the following
result, which presents the real radical in relation with  Lojasiewicz’s inequality.
Lemma 3.1. Let A be a real ring and a an ideal of A. Then
r
?
a “ ta P A : D b P a, m ě 1 such that b´ a2m ě 0u. (3.1)
Moreover, if a :“ pf1, . . . , frqA and f :“ f21 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` f2r , then
r
?
a “ ta P A : Dm ě 1, σ P ΣA2 such that σf ´ a2m ě 0u. (3.2)
Proof. Denote the set on the right hand side of equality (3.1) with b and let us check r
?
a “ b.
Take a P r?a. There exist a1, . . . , ar P A and m ě 1 such that
a2m ď a2m `
rÿ
i“1
a2i “: b P a;
hence, a P b.
Conversely, take now a P b and let b P a and m ě 1 be such that b ´ a2m ě 0. Observe that
there does not exist a prime cone α in A such that ´b` a2m P a and b´ a2m R supppαq. Thus,
by the abstract Positivstellensatz [BCR, 4.4.1] there exist sums of squares σ1, σ2 in A and a
positive integer ℓ ě 1 such that σ1 ` p´b` a2mqσ2 ` p´b` a2mq2ℓ “ 0. Therefore
p´b` a2mq2ℓ ` σ1 ` a2mσ2 “ bσ2 P a;
hence, ´b` a2m P r?a. As b P a Ă r?a and the latter is a radical ideal, we conclude a P r?a, as
required.
If a “ pf1, . . . , frqA, it is clear that the set on the right hand side of equality (3.2) is contained
in r
?
a. Conversely, let a P r?a. There exist b P a and ℓ ě 1 such that b ´ a2ℓ ě 0. Since b P a,
there exist g1, . . . , gr P A such that b “ g1f1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ grfr. By 3.A(CS) we get b2 ď fσ where
σ “ g21 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` g2r P ΣA2. On the other hand, since b´ a2ℓ ě 0, we have
b` a2ℓ “ pb´ a2ℓq ` 2a2ℓ ě 0, so b2 ´ a4ℓ “ pb` a2ℓqpb´ a2ℓq ě 0;
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hence, if we write m :“ 2ℓ, we obtain fσ ´ a2m “ pfσ ´ b2q ` pb2 ´ a2mq ě 0, as required. 
3.B.  Lojasiewicz’s inequality and the real radical. Recall that in the polynomial case and
in the local analytic setting Artin-Lang’s Theorem relates the abstract positivity of an element
in the corresponding ring with its geometric positivity. More precisely,
3.B.1. Polynomial case. Let R be a real closed ﬁeld and X Ă Rn an algebraic set. Denote the
ring of polynomial functions on X with RrXs :“ Rrxs{IpXq where Rrxs :“ Rrx1, . . . , xns and
IpXq “ tg P Rrxs : gpxq “ 0 @x P Xu. An element f P RrXs is ě 0 if and only if fpxq ě 0 for
all x P X.
3.B.2. Local analytic case. Let On :“ Rtxu :“ Rtx1, . . . , xnu andXa Ă Rna be an analytic germ at
a point a P Rn. Denote the ring of analytic function germs on Xa with OpXaq :“ Rtx´au{IpXaq
where IpXaq :“ tga P Rtx ´ au : Xa Ă Zpgaqu. An element fa P OpXaq is ě 0 if and only if
there exist representatives X of Xa and f of fa deﬁned on X such that fpxq ě 0 for all x P X.
We recall the well-known real Nullstellensa¨tze in terms of the real radical.
Theorem 3.2 (Real Nullstellensa¨tze). Let A denote either RrXs for an algebraic set X or
OpXaq for an analytic germ Xa Ă Rna and let a be an ideal of A. Then IpZpaqq “ r
?
a.
Now we use  Lojasiewicz’s inequality in order to prove that in the ring of polynomials and the
ring of germs the real radical coincides with  Lojasiewicz’s radical. Since in the algebraic and the
local analytic cases the geometric objects can be represented as the zero-set of a single positive
semideﬁnite equation, it is enough to consider the cases X :“ Rn and Xa :“ Rn0 .
Lemma 3.3 ( Lojasiewicz’s inequality). Let A denote either Rrxs or On and let f, g P A be
such that Zpfq Ă Zpgq. Then there exist integers m, ℓ ě 0 and a constant C ą 0 such that
g2m ď Cp1` }x}2qℓ|f |. In particular, if A “ On, we may take ℓ “ 0.
For the proof of  Lojasiewicz’s inequality in the polynomial case use [BCR, 2.6.2 & 2.6.6]. For
the local analytic case we refer the reader to [BM, 6.4]. As a straightforward consequence of
 Lojasiewicz’s inequality we obtain the following descriptions of the real radical in the geometric
settings we are considering. Namely,
Corollary 3.4. Let A denote either RrXs for an algebraic set X or OpXaq for an analytic
germ Xa Ă Rna . Let a be an ideal of A and f P A a positive semideﬁnite element such that
Zpfq “ Zpaq. Then
IpZpaqq “ tg P A : Dm, ℓ ě 0, C ą 0 such that Cp1` }x}2qℓf ´ g2m ě 0u.
In particular, if A “ OpXaq, we may take ℓ “ 0.
4. Real Nullstellensatz in the real-analytic setting
Let X Ă Rn be a C-analytic set endowed with its sheaf OX and let a Ă OpXq be an ideal. If
a is ﬁnitely generated by f1, . . . , fr P a, we have seen in Lemma 3.1 how to manage the function
f :“ řri“1 f2i in the deﬁnition of  Lojasiewicz’s radical, see equation (I.2). The following result
provides an analogous tool for the case when a is not ﬁnitely generated.
Lemma 4.1 (Crespina Lemma). Let a be an ideal of OpRnq. Then there exists f P a˜ such that
(i) f is an inﬁnite sum of squares in OpRnq and Zpfq “ Zpaq.
(ii) For each g P a˜ there exists a unit u P OpRnq such that g2 ď fu.
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Proof. By [C2, Prop.2 & 5] the sheaf of ideals aORn can be extended to a coherent invariant sheaf
of ideals I on an invariant open Stein neighbourhood Ω of Rn in Cn. Let tLℓuℓě1 be an exhaustion
of Ω by compact sets. Since I is invariant and coherent, we deduce by Cartan’s Theorem A that
there exists a countable collection of invariant holomorphic sections tGjujě1 Ă H0pΩ, Iq such
that for each ℓ ě 1 there exists jpℓq such that for each z P Lℓ the germs G1,z, . . . , Gjpℓq,z generate
the ideal Iz.
For k ě 1 deﬁne µk :“ maxLkt|Gk|2u ` 1 and γk :“ 1{
a
2kµk. Consider the series F :“ř
kě1 γ
2
kG
2
k, which converges uniformly on the compact subsets of Ω. Indeed, let L Ă Ω be a
compact set and observe that there exists an index k0 ě 1 such that L Ă Lk for all k ě k0.
Moreover, for each z P L we have γ2k |Gkpzq|2 ď 12k if k ě k0, soˇˇˇ ÿ
kěk0
γ2kG
2
kpzq
ˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
kěk0
γ2k |Gkpzq|2 ď
ÿ
kěk0
1
2k
ď 1
for each z P L. Denote Sm :“
řm
k“1 γ
2
kG
2
k P H0pΩ, Iq; hence, F :“
ř
kě1 γ
2
kG
2
k “ limmÑ8 Sm in
the Fre´chet topology of H0pΩ, Iq. As H0pΩ, Iq is a closed ideal of H0pΩ,OΩq by [C1, VIII.Thm.4,
pag.60], we conclude F P H0pΩ, Iq, so f :“ F |Rn P a˜. For each k ě 1 denote fk :“ pγkGkq|X and
write f “ řkě1 f2k . It holds Zpfq “ Zpaq. Indeed,
Zpfq “
č
kě1
Zpfkq “
č
kě1
pZpGkq X Rnq “
´ č
kě1
ZpGkq
¯
X Rn “ supppIq X Rn “ Zpaq.
Now let g P a˜ and x P Rn. By the choice of the Gk’s and since gx P aORn,x, there exist
a1,x, . . . , ar,x P ORn,x (r depends on x) such that gx “ a1,xf1,x` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ar,xfr,x. Thus, by 3.A(CS)
g2x ď
´ rÿ
i“1
f2i
¯
x
´ rÿ
i“1
a2i,x
¯
ď fxMx
where Mx is a positive real number such that
řr
i“1 a
2
i,x ďMx.
Next, pick a compact set K Ă Rn and choose a constant MK ą 0 such that g2|K ď f |KMK .
Fix an exhaustion tKmumě1 of X by compact sets and let u P OpRnq be a strictly positive
analytic function such that MKm ď u|KmzKm´1 for all m ě 1. Then g2 ď fu, as required. 
Remark 4.2. Observe that in general f P a˜za. Indeed, let a Ă OpXq be a proper ideal such that
Zpaq “ ∅ (see for instance Example 1 in the Introduction). Then there does not exist any f P a
such that Zpfq “ Zpaq because otherwise a “ OpXq.
Proposition 4.3. Let X be a C-analytic set in Rn and f, g P OpXq such that Zpfq Ă Zpgq. Let
K Ă X be a compact set. Then there exist an integer m ě 1 and an analytic function h P OpXq
such that |h| ă 1, Zphq XK “ ∅ and |f | ě phgq2m.
Proof. The proof of this result is contained in [ABS], so we sketch the proof referring to the
concrete statements in [ABS]. By [ABS, Cor. 2.3] there exist a proper C-analytic subset
Y1 Ă Y :“ Zpfq such that K X Y1 “ H, an integer m and an open neighbourhood U of Y zY1
contained in XzY1 such that
g2m ă |f | on UzY. (4.1)
We may assume U :“ tf2´ g4m ą 0u. Consider the global semianalytic set S :“ tf2´ g4m ă 0u
and its closure S in X. As U is open and S X U “ ∅, we get S X U “ ∅; hence,
Y X S Ă Y zU Ă Y1.
By [ABS, Thm. 2.5] there exists a positive semideﬁnite equation h0 of Y1 such that
h0 ă |f | on SzY1 (4.2)
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and h0 ă 1 in X. Write T :“ tf2 ´ g4m “ 0u; clearly,
XzY “ pSzY q Y pUzY q Y pT zY q. (4.3)
As the non-negative functions h0,
|g|
1`g2 and
1
1`g2 are strictly smaller than 1 on X, one deduces
using equations (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) ´
h0
g
1` g2
¯2m ă |f |
on XzY . Thus, taking h :“ h0
1`g2 , we are done. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Following the notations of Deﬁnition 2.3, consider the ideals
L1paq :“ C1p  L
?
aq and L2paq :“ C2p  L
?
aq.
By Lemma 2.3 we have L1paq “ L2paq “Ą L?a. Recall that by Remark 2.4 (ii) it holds LipLipaqq “
Lipaq. We want to show IpZpaqq “Ą L?a. Clearly Ą L?a Ă IpZpaqq, so it is enough to prove the
inclusion IpZpaqq Ă L1paq.
Assume ﬁrst that a is a saturated ideal. By Lemma 4.1 there exists a positive semideﬁnite
f P a such that Zpfq “ Zpaq. Let g P IpZpaqq and K Ă X be a compact set. By Proposition
4.3 there exist an integer m ě 1 and an analytic function h P OpXq such that Zphq XK “ ∅
and f ě phgq2m, that is, hg P  L?a. Thus, g P L1paq, so IpZpaqq Ă L1paq.
For the general case we proceed as follows. By Lemma 2.3 we obtain a˜ “ C1paq Ă C1p  L
?
aq “
L1paq; hence,
IpZpaqq “ IpZpa˜qq “ L1pa˜q “ L1pC1paqq Ă L1pC1p  L
?
aqq “ L1pL1paqq “ L1paq,
as required. 
Remark 4.4. We use the notations of the previous proof. If a is saturated and f P a satisﬁes
Zpaq “ Zpfq, then
IpZpaqq “ IpZpf2qq “ L1pf2OpXqq “ L2pf2OpXqq.
The previous equality can be understood as the counterpart of Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.4 in
the C-analytic setting.
4.A. Convex ideals. We introduce this concept to relate  Lojasiewicz’s radical with the classical
radical. An ideal a of OpXq is convex if each g P OpXq satisfying |g| ď f for some f P a belongs
to a. In particular,  Lojasiewicz’s radical is a radical convex ideal. Moreover, we deﬁne the
convex hull gpaq of an ideal a of OpXq by
gpaq :“ tg P OpXq : Df P a such that |g| ď fu.
Notice that gpaq is the smallest convex ideal of OpXq that contains a and  L?a “agpaq.
Remark 4.5. If a is a convex ideal of the ring OpXq, then its radical ?a is also a convex ideal of
this ring.
Indeed, let f P ?a and g P OpXq be such that |g| ď f . Let m ě 1 be such that fm P a.
Clearly, |gm| ď fm, so gm P a and g P ?a.
Examples 4.6. (i) There exist saturated ideals a of OpXq whose  Lojasiewicz radical  L?a is not sat-
urated and there exist non-saturated ideals of OpXq whose  Lojasiewicz radical  L?a is saturated.
Consider the Examples 2.6 after substituting C by R.
(ii) There exist convex saturated ideals that are not radical. Take a :“ px2, xy, y2qOpR2q.
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(iii) There exist radical saturated ideals that are not convex. Let a :“ px2 ` y2qOpR2q.
(iv) There exist convex radical ideals that are not saturated. Indeed, let f1, f2 P OpRq be such
that Zpf1q “ Zpf2q “ N and multℓpf1q “ ℓ and multℓpf2q “ 1 for all ℓ ě 1. Let a :“  L
a
f21OpR3q,
which is a radical convex ideal of OpRq. However, it is not saturated.
Otherwise we obtain a “ IpZpaqq by Theorem 2, so f2 P a. Thus, there exist m ě 1 and
a P OpRq such that h :“ af21 ´ f2m2 ě 0. As h ě 0, for each ℓ ě 1 it holds
2ℓ ď multℓpaq ` 2multℓpf1q “ multℓpaf21 q “ multℓph` f2m2 q
“ mintmultℓphq, 2mmultℓpf2qu “ mintmultℓphq, 2mu ď 2m,
which is a contradiction. Therefore a is not saturated.
Corollary 4.7. Let X Ă Rn be a C-analytic set and a a convex saturated ideal of OpXq.
Let a “ ŞiPI qi be a normal primary decomposition of a and J the collection of the indices
corresponding to the isolated primary components of a. Then
(i) If i0 P J , ?qi0 is a convex saturated prime ideal.
(ii) Ą L?a “ ŞjPJ ?qj “ Ă?a.
Proof. (i) By Lemma 1.1(ii) we know that
?
qi0 is a prime saturated ideal (because so is qi0).
We claim: There exists hi0 P
Ş
j‰i0 qjz
?
qi0 . Otherwise, by Lemma 1.2 there exists j ‰ i0 such
that qi Ă qi0 ; hence, ?qj Ă
?
qi0 and by the minimality of
?
qi0 we deduce
?
qj “ ?qi0 , which
contradicts the fact that the primary decomposition is normal.
Fix hi0 P
Ş
j‰i0 qjz
?
qi0 and let g P OpXq be such that |g| ď f for some f P
?
qi0 . Then
|gh2i0 | ď fh2i0 and since a is convex and fh2i0 P
Ş
iPI qi “ a, we deduce gh2i0 P a Ă qi0 ; hence, we
conclude g P qi0 because qi0 is primary and hi0 R
?
qi0 .
(ii) By Theorem 2 and Remark 1.4 we concludeĄ L?a “ IpZpaqq “ č
jPJ
IpZpqjqq “
č
jPJ
?
qj “
č
iPI
?
qi “ Ă?a,
as required. 
Examples 4.8. (i) The primary ideal q :“ px2, y2qOpR2q is not convex while ?q “ px, yqOpR2q “
IpZpqqq is convex. The functions f :“ x2` y2 P q and g :“ xy P OpR2q satisfy |g| ď f but g R q.
Thus, q is not convex.
(ii) Under the hypotheses of Corollary 4.7 the corresponding result is no longer true if
?
qi0 is
the radical of an immersed primary component of a. Let a :“ q1 X q2 “ pz3px2 ` y2q, z4qOpR3q
be the intersection of the primary ideals q1 :“ z3OpR3q and q2 :“ px2 ` y2, z4qOpR3q. Observe
that
?
q1 Ĺ ?q2. Let us check that a is convex while q2 is not convex.
Indeed, if f P a is positive semideﬁnite, then z4 divides f . If g P OpR3q satiﬁes |g| ď f , then
z4 divides g, so g P a; hence, a is convex. However, q2 is not convex because x2 ď x2 ` y2 but
x2 R q2.
By Theorem 2 the equality IpZpaqq “ Čagpaq holds for each ideal a of OpXq where X Ă Rn is
a C-analytic set. The last part of this section will be dedicated to determine how the operationsr¨, ?¨ and gp¨q commute.
Lemma 4.9. Let X Ă Rn be a C-analytic set and a an ideal of OpXq. Then
(i) If a is convex, a˜ is also convex.
(ii) There exists f P a˜ such that pĄgp˜qa q2 Ă gpfOpXqq Ă gpa˜q. In particular,bĄgpa˜q “agpfOpXqq “agpa˜q “  L?a˜.
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Proof. (i) Let g P OpXq and f P a˜ be such that |g| ď f . Let K Ă X be a compact set. By
Lemma 2.3 there exists h P OpXq such that Zphq XK “ ∅ and h2f P a. As |h2g| ď h2f and a
is convex, we deduce h2g P a. By Lemma 2.3 we obtain g P a˜, so a˜ is convex.
(ii) As OpXq “ OpRnq{IpXq, there exists an ideal b of OpRnq that contains IpXq such that
a “ b{IpXq. For the sake of clearness we denote the elements of OpXq “ OpRnq{IpXq withph :“ h ` IpXq. By Lemma 4.1 there exists f P b˜ such that for each a P b˜ there exists a unit
u P OpRnq satisfying a2 ď fu; hence, pa2 ď pfpu.
Pick pg P Ągpa˜q and let K Ă X be a compact set. Then there exists a function phK P OpXq such
that ZpphKq XK “ ∅ and phKpg P gpa˜q; hence, there exists paK P a˜ such that |phKpg| ď paK .
Let uK P OpRnq be a unit such that a2K ď fuK and let MK ą 0 be such that pg2|K ď pf |KMK
(recall that |phKpg| ď paK and ZpphKq XK “ ∅). Fix an exhaustion tKmumě1 of X by compact
sets and let pu P OpXq be a strictly positive analytic function such that MKm ď pu|KmzKm´1 for
all m ě 1. Then pg2 ď pfpu; hence, pg2 P gp pfOpXqq.
To ﬁnish observe the following: If pg1, pg2 P Ągpa˜q, then there exist strictly positive analytic
functions pu1, pu2 P OpXq such that pg2i ď pfpu2i for i “ 1, 2; hence, |pg1pg2| ď pg21 ` pg22 ď pfppu21 ` pu22q, sopg1pg2 P gp pfOpXqq. Thus, pĄgpa˜qq2 Ă gpfOpXqq, as required. 
Remark 4.10. If we are working in the framework of convex saturated ideals, it holds an analo-
gous result to Theorem 2.2 when substituting ‘Stein space’ by ‘C-analytic set’ and ‘closed ideal’
by ‘convex saturated ideal’. The proof runs analogously to the one of Theorem 2.2 ([F, §5.Satz
9]) and we leave the concrete details to the reader.
5. The real-analytic radical and the real Nullstellensatz
In this section we prove Theorem 3, that is, we relate the real Nullstellensatz with the classical
real radical by means of the representation of positive semideﬁnite functions as sums of squares
of meromorphic functions. We begin by recalling the deﬁnition of H-sets and Ha-sets and
presenting some properties.
Deﬁnition 5.1. A C-analytic set Z Ă Rn is an H-set if each positive semideﬁnite analytic
function f P OpRnq whose zero-set is Z can be represented as a sum of squares of meromorphic
functions on Rn. More generally, we say that Z is an Ha-set if such representation may involve
inﬁnitely many squares.
The following properties are stated and proved forHa-sets but many of them work analogously
for H-sets.
Remarks 5.2. (i) Let Y Ă Z Ă Rn be C-analytic sets. If Z is an Ha-set, then Y is also an
Ha-set.
Indeed, let f P OpRnq be a positive semideﬁnite analytic function such that Zpfq “ Y . Let
now g P OpRnq be an analytic function such that Zpgq “ Z. Observe that h :“ g2f is positive
semideﬁnite and Zphq “ Z; hence, h is a sum of squares of meromorphic functions on Rn, so
the same happens for f . Thus, Y is an Ha-set.
(ii) If Z Ă Rn is an H-set, the same holds for each global irreducible component of Z.
(iii) Let Z Ă Rn be a C-analytic set. Then Z is an Ha-set if and only if there exists a positive
semideﬁnite f P OpRnq such that Zpfq “ Z and each h P OpRnq with Zphq “ Z and 0 ď h ď f
is a sum of squares of meromorphic functions on Rn.
Proof. The ‘only if’ implication is clear. Conversely, assume there exists a positive semideﬁnite
analytic equation f of Z with the property in the statement and let g P OpRnq be another
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positive equation of Z. Observe
f ´
´ f?
1` fg
¯2
g “ f
´
1´ fg
1` fg
¯
ě 0 and Z
´´ f?
1` fg
¯2
g
¯
“ Z.
Thus, 0 ď h :“ p f?
1`fg q2g ď f and h is by hypothesis a sum of squares of meromorphic functions
on Rn, so the same happens with g. Thus, Z is an Ha-set. 
(iv) By [Jw, Rz] each compact C-analytic subset of Rn is an H-set. Therefore, by [ABFR3,
1.9] each C-analytic set Z whose connected components are compact is an Ha-set.
(v) Let Z be a C-analytic set. By [ABF, 1.2] we obtain that Z is an Ha-set if and only if
each global irreducible function f P OpRnq with Zpfq Ă Z is a sum of squares of meromorphic
functions on Rn.
(vi) Hilbert’s 17th Problem in its more general formulation involving inﬁnite sums of squares
has a positive answer for OpRnq if and only if all connected C-analytic subsets of Rn of dimensions
1 ď d ď n´ 2 are Ha-sets. Recall that given a C-analytic set Z Ă Rn of codimension ě 2, there
exists by [De] an irreducible analytic function f P OpRnq whose zero-set is Z.
In [ABFR3, Lem. 4.1] we developed a procedure to move the remainder ZpbqzZpfq of the
zero set of the denominator b in a representation of a positive semideﬁnite analytic function f as
a sum of squares of meromorphic functions while f was kept invariant (up to multiplication by
a unit u P OpRnq). This tool was crucial to eliminate the remainder ZpbqzZpfq. The following
result, in analogy to [ABFR3, Lem. 4.1], is used in the proof of Theorem 3 to perturb the
complex part of the zero set ZpBq of a holomorphic extension B of b while f is again kept
invariant (up to multiplication by a unit u P OpRnq). This is the clue to prove in Theorem 3
that if p is a real saturated prime ideal whose zero set is an H-set, then IpZppqq “ p.
Lemma 5.3 (Perturbing denominators). Let b, f P OpRnq be non-constant analytic functions.
Let Ω be an invariant open neighbourhood Ω of Rn in Cn to which both b, f extend to holomorphic
functions B,F . Let Z Ă Ω be a complex analytic set such that Zx0 Ć ZpF qx0 for some x0 P Zpfq.
Then there exists an analytic diﬀeomorphism ϕ : Rn Ñ Rn such that:
(i) f ˝ ϕ “ fu for some unit u P OpRnq.
(ii) Zx0 Ć ZpB0qx0 where B0 : Ω0 Ñ C is the holomorphic extension of b0 :“ b˝ϕ to a small
enough open neighbourhood Ω0 Ă Ω of Rn in Cn.
Proof. We may assume that b can be extended to a holomorphic function B on Ω and Zx0 Ă
ZpBqx0 because otherwise we choose ϕ “ id and are done. The proof is conducted in two steps:
Step 1. We construct a family of analytic diﬀeomorphisms φλ : R
n Ñ Rn depending on a
parameter λ P r´1, 1sn that satisfy condition (i) in the statement.
Fix a strictly positive analytic function ε P OpRnq and for each λ :“ pλ1, . . . , λnq P r´1, 1sn
consider the analytic map
φλ : R
n Ñ Rn, x ÞÑ x` f2pxqεpxqλ.
We choose ε small enough in such a way that φλ is by [H, 2.1.7] an analytic diﬀeomorphism for
each λ P r´1, 1sn. Since the function
f0 : R
n ˆ Rn ˆ RÑ R, px, y, tq ÞÑ fpx` tyq ´ fpxq
vanishes identically on the set Rn ˆRn ˆ t0u, there exists an analytic h P OpRn ˆRn ˆRq such
that f0 “ ht. Thus,
f ˝ φλpxq “ fpxq ` fpxq2εpxqhpx, λ, fpxq2εpxqq “ fpxquλpxq (5.1)
where uλpxq :“ 1`fpxqεpxqhpx, λ, fpxq2εpxqq. Note that Zpf ˝φλq Ă Zpfq, so Zpf ˝φλq “ Zpfq.
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Indeed, if x P Rn satisﬁes f ˝ φλpxq “ 0, then y :“ φλpxq P Zpfq. Since φλ is bijective and
φλpyq “ y (because fpyq “ 0), we deduce x “ y P Zpfq.
By its deﬁnition uλ is a unit in a neighbourhood of Zpfq and does not vanish outside Zpfq “
Zpf ˝ φλq (see equation (5.1)), so we conclude that uλ is a unit in OpRnq for all λ P r´1, 1sn.
Therefore the diﬀeomorphisms φλ satisfy condition (i) for all λ P r´1, 1sn.
Step 2. We ﬁnd now λ0 P r´1, 1sn such that ϕ :“ φλ0 also satisﬁes condition (ii). Consider the
family of diﬀeomorphisms φλ as the analytic map
φ : Rn ˆ r´1, 1sn Ñ Rn, px, λq ÞÑ φλpxq.
After shrinking Ω, we may assume that ε, b can be extended holomorphically to E,B P OpΩq
and Ω is connected. Thus, φ can be extended to the holomorphic map
Φ : Ωˆ Cn Ñ Cn, pz, µq ÞÑ z ` F 2pzqEpzqµ.
Let U :“ Φ´1pΩq and consider the holomorphic function
B ˝Φ : U Ñ C, pw,µq ÞÑ B ˝ Φpw,µq “ B ˝Φµpwq.
Fix a polydisc ∆0 ˆ∆1 Ă Ωˆ Cn of center px0, 0q and radius 0 ă ρ ă 1 contained in U . Then
it holds:
(5.3.1) The map pB ˝Φqw : ∆1 Ñ C, µ ÞÑ pB ˝Φqpw,µq is not identically zero for each w P ∆0.
Otherwise there exists w P ∆0 such that
pB ˝Φqwpµq :“ B ˝Φpw,µq “ Bpw ` F 2pwqEpwqµq
is identically zero on the polydisc ∆1. By the Identity Principle we deduce that B is identically
zero, which contradicts the hypothesis that b is not constant.
Since Zx0 Ć ZpF qx0 , by the complex curve selection lemma there exists a complex analytic
curve γ : Dδ Ñ Z (deﬁned on the disc Dδ) such that γpDδq Ă ∆0, γp0q “ x0 and γpsq R ZpF q
for all s ‰ 0. Consider the holomorphic function
G : Dδ ˆ∆1 Ñ C, ps, µq ÞÑ pB ˝ Φqpγpsq, µq.
We know by 5.3.1 that the holomorphic function Gs : ∆1 Ñ C, µ ÞÑ Gps, µq is not identically
zero for each s P Dδ. Choose now a sequence tskuk Ă Dδ converging to 0 and observe that for each
k the set Wk :“ p∆1 XRnqzZpGskq “ r´ρ, ρsnzZpGskq is open and dense in ∆1XRn “ r´ρ, ρsn
because each ZpGskq is a proper analytic subset of ∆1. By Baire’s Theorem the intersection
W :“ Şkě1Wk is dense in ∆1 X Rn and we choose λ0 PW .
If b0 :“ b ˝ φλ0 , then B0 :“ B ˝ Φλ0 is its holomorphic extension to Ω where Φλ0 : Ω Ñ
C
n, z ÞÑ Φpz, λ0q. By the choice of λ0 we have B0 ˝ γpskq ‰ 0 for all k ě 1; hence B0 ˝ γ is not
identically zero on Dδ, so the germ pB0 ˝ γq0 ‰ 0. We conclude Zx0 Ć ZpB0qx0 , as required. 
Once this is proved, we approach the proof of Theorem 3 when Zpaq is an Ha-set. The proof
is similar if Zpaq is an H-set.
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof is conducted in several steps:
Step 1. Assume ﬁrst that a “ p is in addition a prime ideal. Since OpXq “ OpRnq{IpXq, we
may assume by the correspondence theorem for ideals that p is a saturated real prime ideal of
OpRnq. Observe that the ‘only if’ implication is clear since IpZppqq is real-analytic and saturated.
For the converse, we proceed as follows. By [C2, Prop.2 & 5] the sheaf of ideals pORn can be
extended to a coherent sheaf of ideals I on an invariant connected open Stein neighbourhood Ω
of Rn in Cn. Recall that Ix “ pORn,x b C “ pOCn,x for all x P Rn and that as p is saturated,
p “ H0pRn, pORnq. Denote the support in Ω of I with Z :“ tz P Ω : Iz ‰ OCn,zu. Let us check:
b :“ H0pΩ, Iq is a prime closed ideal of OpΩq such that Zpbq “ Z.
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To prove the primality of b, pick F1, F2 P OpΩq such that F1F2 P b. We write Fi :“ ℜpFiq `?´1ℑpFiq and observe
pℜpF1q2 ` ℑpF1q2qpℜpF2q2 ` ℑpF2q2q “ F1F2pF1 ˝ σqpF2 ˝ σq P b.
We deduce
pℜpF1q2 ` ℑpF1q2q|RnpℜpF2q2 ` ℑpF2q2q|Rn P H0pRn, pORnq “ p.
As p is a real prime ideal, we may assume ℜpF1q|Rn ,ℑpF1q|Rn P p, so ℜpF1q,ℑpF1q P b; hence,
F1 “ ℜpF1q `
?´1ℑpF1q P b. Thus, b is prime. Of course, as ∅ ‰ Zppq Ă Zpbq, we deduce
by Lemma 1.1 that b is closed. The equality Zpbq “ Z holds because Z is the support of the
coherent sheaf of ideals I.
Suppose now by contradiction that there exists a function g P IpZppqqzp. After shrinking Ω
if necessary, we may assume that g can be extended to a holomorphic function G on Ω. We
claim: There exists a point x0 P Rn such that Zx0 Ć ZpGqx0 while Zppq Ă Zpgq.
Indeed, if Zx Ă ZpGqx for each x P Rn, we may assume Z Ă ZpGq after shrinking Ω if
necessary; hence, G P IpZq “ IpZpbqq “ b because b is a closed prime ideal of OpΩq. Thus,
g P p, which is a contradiction. Consequently there exists x0 P Rn such that Zx0 Ć ZpGqx0 .
By Proposition 4.3 there exist f P p, h P OpRnq and m ě 1 such that hpx0q ‰ 0 and
f0 :“ f ´ h2g2m ě 0. As hpx0q ‰ 0, we have h R p. Substitute f0 by f1 :“ f ´ h21g2m where
h1 :“ h?
1`h2g2m in order to have Zpf1q “ Zpfq, which is an H
a-set.
Indeed, as h1 ď h, it holds f1 ě 0. Since f ´ h2g2m ě 0 and therefore f ě 0, we have
Zpf1q “ Zppf ´ h2g2mq ` pfh2g2mqq “ Zpf ´ h2g2mq X Zpfh2g2mq “ Zpfq X Zphgq “ Zpfq.
Since Zppq “ Zpf1q is an Ha-set, there exists a not identically zero b P OpRnq such that
b2f1 “
ř
iě1 a
2
i for some ai P OpRnq.
After shrinking Ω, f1, h1 can be extended to holomorphic functions F1,H1 : ΩÑ C. In order
to apply Lemma 5.3 to b, f1, Z and Ω we show ﬁrst that Zx0 Ć ZpF1qx0 . Otherwise, as F P b
and H1px0q ‰ 0,
Zx0 Ă ZpF qx0 X ZpF1qx0 Ă ZpF ´ F1qx0 “ ZpH21G2mqx0 “ ZpH1qx0 Y ZpGqx0 “ ZpGqx0 ,
which is a contradiction.
By Lemma 5.3 there exists an analytic diﬀeomorphism ϕ : Rn Ñ Rn such that:
(i) f1 ˝ ϕ “ f1u for some unit u P OpRnq.
(ii) Zx0 Ć ZpB1qx0 where B1 : Ω0 Ñ C is the holomorphic extension of b1 :“ b ˝ϕ to a small
enough open neighbourhood Ω0 Ă Ω of Rn in Cn.
Let v P OpRnq be a strictly positive unit such that v2 “ u´1; then
b21f “ b21h21g2m ` b21f1 “ b21h21g2m `
ÿ
iě1
ppai ˝ ϕqvq2.
Observe that since Zx0 Ć ZpB1qx0 , we have b1 R p. As f P p and p is a real-analytic ideal, we
deduce b1h1g
m P p, which contradicts the fact that b1, h1, g R p. We conclude IpZppqq “ p, as
required.
Step 2. Now assume that a is a saturated real-analytic ideal of OpXq whose zero-set is an H-set.
By Proposition 1.3 and Corollary 1.5 a admits a normal primary decomposition a “ Şi qi, such
that all ideals qi are saturated real-analytic prime ideals. As Zpaq “
Ť
iZpqiq is an Ha-set, we
deduce by Remark 5.2(i) that each Zpqiq is an Ha-set. By Step 1 the equality IpZpqiqq “ qi
holds for each i. Thus,
IpZpaqq “ I
´ď
iPI
Zpqiq
¯
“
č
iPI
IpZpqiqq “
č
iPI
qi “ a.
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Step 3. Next we approach the general case, that is, a is an ideal of OpXq whose zero-set is an
Ha-set. Since IpZpaqq “ IpZpĄra?aqq, it is enough to check, in view of the previous case, thatĄra?a
is a real-analytic ideal. Indeed, let
ř
kě1 a
2
k PĄra?a and K Ă X be a compact set. By Lemma 2.3
there exists h P OpXq such that Zphq XK “ ∅ and hřkě1 a2k P ra?a; hence, řkě1phakq2 P ra?a.
As ra
?
a is real-analytic, we deduce that each hak P ra
?
a. This happens for all compact sets
K Ă X, so we deduce by Lemma 2.3 that each ak PĄra?a. Thus, Ąra?a is a real-analytic ideal, as
required. 
Remarks 5.4. Let a Ă OpXq be an ideal. Then
(i) a Ă ra?a Ă  L?a.
(ii) If Zpaq is Ha-set, we have Ąra?a “Ą L?a “ IpZpaqq. However, we can only assure ra?a “  L?a
if ra
?
a is in addition saturated.
(iii) Let f P OpRnq be an analytic function that is an inﬁnite sum of squares of meromorphic
functions on Rn. Then the ideal a :“ fOpRnq is not real-analytic.
Indeed, by [ABFR3, 4.1] there exist h0, hk P OpRnq such that Zph0q Ă Zpfq and h20f “ř
kě1 h
2
k. Let m ě 0 be the greatest integer such that fm divides each hk for k ě 1. We
write h20f “ f2m
ř
kě1 h
1
k
2 for some h1k P OpRnq; hence, fm divides h0 and we have h120 f2m`1 “
f2m
ř
kě1 h
1
k
2 for some h10 P OpRnq. When simplifying, we obtain h102f “
ř
kě1 h
1
k
2. Assume by
contradiction that a is real-analytic. Then f divides h1k for all k ě 1, which is a contradiction.
5.A. Quasi-real ideals. We introduce the next concepts to relate the real and the real-analytic
radicals with the classical one. We saw that each convex ideal a veriﬁes
?
a “  L?a. The type of
ideals that play a similar role with respect to the real radical are deﬁned as follows [AL, GT, BP].
Deﬁnition and Lemma 5.5. Let pX,OX q be a real coherent reduced analytic space and a an
ideal of OpXq. We deﬁne the square root of a by
2
?
a :“
!
f P OpXq : D ai P OpXq such that f2 `
ÿ
kě1
a2k P a
)
.
Then 2
?
a is an ideal, a Ă 2?a Ă ra?a and ra?a “
a
2
?
a “ Ťkě1 2k?a where 2k?a :“ 2b 2k´1?a for
k ě 2. Moreover, a is a real-analytic ideal if and only if a “ 2?a.
Proof. The only non-trivial point to prove that 2
?
a is an ideal is to check that it is closed
under addition. This follows from the following classical trick that we recall here for the sake of
completeness. Indeed, suppose that f2 `řkě1 a2k, g2 `řkě1 b2k P a. Thus,
pf ` gq2 ` pf ´ gq2 ` 2
´ ÿ
kě1
a2k `
ÿ
kě1
b2k
¯
“ 2
´
f2 ` g2 `
ÿ
kě1
a2k `
ÿ
kě1
b2k
¯
P a,
so f ` g P 2?a.
To prove the equality ra
?
a “ Ťkě1 2k?a, it is enough to show ra?a Ă Ťkě1 2k?a. Indeed, if
f P ra?a, there exist m ě 1 and ak P OpXq such that f2m `
ř
kě1 a
2
k P a. We may assume
2m “ 2r, so f2r `řkě1 a2k P a. Thus, f2r´1 P 2?a; hence, f P 2r?a.
We show next that a is radical if a “ 2?a. Indeed, if fm P a, we may assume m “ 2r. Thus,
f2
r´1 P 2?a “ a and proceeding inductively, we deduce f P a.
Consequently, if a “ 2?a, then ra?a “
a
2
?
a “ ?a “ a. The converse is immediate. 
We explore now the relations between the convex hull and the square root of an ideal a of
OpXq whose zero-set Zpaq is an Ha-set (analogous statements hold when Zpaq is an H-set).
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Consider the ideal
r2paq :“ tg P OpXq : D b P OpXq such that Zpbq Ă Zpgq and bg P 2
?
au. (5.2)
Remarks 5.6. Let a be an ideal of OpXq whose zero-set Zpaq is an Ha-set. Then
(i) In view of Theorem 3 and Lemma 5.5 we have IpZpaqq “Ąra?a “Ča 2?a.
(ii) Moreover, p 2?aq2 Ă gpaq Ă r2pa˜q.
For the ﬁrst inclusion pick f, g P 2?a. We have to show fg P gpaq. Observe fg “ 1
2
ppf ` gq2 ´
f2 ´ g2q. Thus, it is enough to prove that if f P 2?a, then f2 P gpaq. Indeed, if f P 2?a, there
exists ak P OpXq such that f2 ď f2 `
ř
kě1 a
2
k P a. Thus, f2 P gpaq.
For the second inclusion we proceed as follows. Let g P gpaq. By Lemma 4.1 there exist a
non-negative f P a˜ and m ě 1 such that Zpfq “ Zpaq and f ´ g2 ě 0. Observe Zpfq Ă Zpgq
and taking f 1 :“ 2f P a instead of f , we may assume Zpfq “ Zpf ´ g2q. Indeed,
Zpf 1 ´ g2q “ Zpf ` pf ´ g2qq “ Zpfq X Zpf ´ g2q “ Zpfq X Zpg2q “ Zpf 1q.
Now, since Zpaq is anHa-set, we deduce by [ABFR3, 4.1] that there existm ě 1 and b, ak P OpXq
such that Zpbq Ă Zpf ´ g2q “ Zpfq and b2pf ´ g2q “ řkě1 a2k. Thus, pbgq2`řkě1 a2k “ b2f P a˜,
so bg P 2
?
a˜, that is, g P r2pa˜q.
(iii) By Theorem 2 and the previous remark  L
?
a “agpaq Ăar2pa˜q ĂĄ L?a.
We present some relations between the square root and the convex hull of an ideal.
Lemma 5.7. Let X Ă Rn be a C-analytic set and a an ideal of OpXq whose zero-set Zpaq is
an Ha-set. Then
(i) If a is convex, then 2
?
a is also convex.
(ii) pĂ2?aq4 Ă pĄgpaqq2 Ă gpaq Ă r2pa˜q.
Proof. (i) Let g P OpXq and f P 2?a be such that |g| ď f ; hence g2 ď f2. As f P 2?a, there exist
ak P OpXq such that f2 `
ř
kě1 a
2
k P a. Since
g2 `
ÿ
kě1
a2k ď f2 `
ÿ
kě1
a2k
and a is convex, we deduce g2 `řkě1 a2k P a; hence, g P 2?a.
(ii) follows straightforwardly from Lemma 4.9, Remarks 5.6 and the fact that prbq2 Ă rb2 for
each ideal b of OpXq. 
One can unify the notions of convex hull gpaq and square root 2?a of an ideal a of OpXq under
the following general concept. A similar deﬁnition concerning deﬁning ideals appears in [GT].
Deﬁnition 5.8. Let pX,OX q be a real coherent reduced analytic space. We say that an ideal a
of OpXq is quasi-real if its radical ?a is a real-analytic ideal.
Corollary 5.9. Let X Ă Rn be a C-analytic set and a a quasi-real saturated ideal of OpXq. Let
a “ ŞiPI qi be a normal primary decomposition of a and J the collection of indices corresponding
to the isolated primary components of a. Then
(i) If i0 P J , ?qi0 is a convex saturated prime ideal.
(i) If Zpaq is an Ha-set, Ąra?a “ ŞjPJ ?qj “ Ă?a.
Proof. (i) Let hi0 P
Ş
j‰i0 qjz
?
qi0 (see the proof of Corollary 4.7). We have to prove that
?
qi0
is a real-analytic ideal. Let ak P OpRnq be such that f “
ř
kě1 a
2
k P
?
qi0 . Then there exists
m ě 1 such that fm P qi0 . Consequently there exists for each k a sum of squares σk in OpRmq
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such that a2mk ` σk P qi0 ; hence, h2i0a2mk ` h2i0σk P a. As a is quasi-radical, hi0amk P qi0 . Since
hi0 R
?
qi0 , there exists ℓ ě 1 such that amℓk P qi0 , so ak P
?
qi0 . Thus,
?
qi0 is a real ideal, so qi0
is quasi-radical.
(ii) By Theorem 3 and Remark 1.4 we concludeĄra?a “ IpZpaqq “ č
jPJ
IpZpqjqq “
č
jPJ
?
qj “
č
iPI
?
qi “ Ă?a,
as required. 
Remarks 5.10. (i) Under the hypotheses of Corollary 5.9 the corresponding result is no longer
true if
?
qi0 is the radical of an immersed radical component of a. Use Example 4.8(ii).
(ii) If we work in the framework of quasi-real saturated ideals, it holds an analogous result
to Theorem 2.2 when substituting ‘Stein space’ by ‘C-analytic set’ and ‘closed ideal’ by ‘quasi-
real saturated ideal of OpXq whose zero-set is either an H-set or an Ha-set’. The proof runs
analogously to the one of Theorem 2.2 ([F, §5.Satz 9]).
6. Real Nullstellensa¨tze and complex analytic germs at Rn
6.A. Saturated primary ideals and complex analytic germs at Rn. The results we
present for X “ Rn can be extended to an arbitrary C-analytic set via the correspondence
theorem for ideals.
Deﬁnition 6.1. Let a Ă OpRnq be a saturated ideal. We extend the coherent sheaf aOX to a
coherent sheaf of ideals F on an invariant open Stein neighbourhood Ω of Rn in Cn. The analytic
germ YRn at R
n of the support Y :“ supppFq will be called the complex zero-set ZCpaq of a.
Lemma 6.2. Let q Ă OpRnq be a primary saturated ideal. Then f P p :“ ?q if and only if
there exists an open neighbourhood Ω of Rn in Cn, a holomorphic extension F of f to Ω and a
representative Y of ZCpqq in Ω such that Y Ă ZpF q. In other words, f P p :“ ?q if and only if
F vanishes identically on ZCpqq.
Proof. The ‘only if’ implication follows from the following facts:
(1) if q is saturated, then p is also saturated and
(2) f P IpZpqqq implies that F vanishes identically on ZCpqq.
For the ‘if’ implication let Y be a representant of ZCpqq on a suitable complex neighbourhood
of Rn in Cn such that Y Ă ZpF q. Pick a point
x P Zpqq “ ZCpqq X Rn “ Y X Rn Ă ZpF q X Rn “ Zpfq.
Since Y Ă ZpF q, we have Fx P IpZpYxqq “ IpZpqxOCn,xqq “
a
qxOCn,x. Thus, there exists
m ě 1 such that Fmx P qxOCn,x. By Lemma 1.1 we have fm “ pF |Rnqm P q, so f P p. 
Remarks 6.3. (i) Let a1, a2 be two saturated ideals of OpXq such that a1 Ă a2. Then
ZCpa2q Ă ZCpa1q.
(ii) Let q1, q2 be two saturated primary ideals of OpXq such that ZCpq2q Ă ZCpq1q. Then?
q1 Ă ?q2.
Lemma 6.4. Let q Ă OpRnq be a primary saturated ideal. Then there exists an irreducible
analytic germ ZRn such that ZCpqq “ ZRn Y σpZRnq. In particular, if ZCpqq is invariant, then
it is also irreducible.
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Proof. We extend the coherent sheaf qOX to a coherent sheaf of ideals F on a contractible
invariant open Stein neighbourhood Ω of Rn in Cn and denote Y :“ supppFq. Recall ZCpqq “
YRn . Consider the subring ApΩq of H0pΩ,OCnq of all invariant holomorphic functions on Ω.
Observe that the restriction homomorphism ϕ : ApΩq Ñ OpRnq, F ÞÑ F |Rn is injective. Since q
is a primary, p :“ ?q is prime, so P :“ ϕ´1ppq is also prime.
As Zppq “ Zpqq ‰ ∅, it holds ZpPq ‰ ∅. By Cartan’s Theorem A and using that q is
saturated, we deduce after shrinking Ω that YRn “ ZpPqRn and Y “ ZpPq.
Let YRn “
Ť
iPI Zi,Rn be the decomposition of YRn as the union of its irreducible components.
Pick one of them and for simplicity denote it with ZRn . By [WB, Cor.2, pag.151] (and its proof)
we may assume that there exists an irreducible analytic set Z in Ω whose germ in Rn is precisely
ZRn . Notice that Z and σpZq are (eventually equal) irreducible components of Y because ZRn
is an irreducible component of the invariant germ YRn . Assume Y ‰ Z Y σpZq and let T be the
union of all other irreducible components of Y . Clearly, T is invariant. Choose now invariant
F,G P H0pΩ,OCnq such that
‚ Z Y σpZq Ă ZpF q but T Ć ZpF q,
‚ T Ă ZpGq but Z Y σpZq Ć ZpGq.
Therefore the invariant holomorphic function FG vanishes on Y .
Let x P Zppq “ Y XRn and observe that we obtain by the complex local analytic Nullstellen-
satz
IpYxq “ IpZpFxqq “ IpZpqxOCn,xqq “
a
qxOCn,x.
Thus, there exists m ě 1 such that pFGqmx P qxOCn,x. By Lemma 1.1 pFGqm P q, so FG P
pXApΩq “ P. As P is prime, we may assume F P P; hence, T Ă Y “ ZpPq Ă ZpF q, which is
a contradiction. Consequently Y “ Z Y σpZq, so YRn “ ZRn Y σpZRnq, as required. 
Lemma 6.5. Let a Ă OpRnq be a saturated ideal, a “ ŞiPI qi a normal primary decomposition
of a and J Ă I the collection of indices corresponding to the isolated primary components of a.
Then ZCpaq “
Ť
jPJ ZCpqjq and for each j P J there exists an irreducible component Zj,Rn of
ZCpaq such that ZCpqjq “ Zj,Rn Y σpZj,Rnq.
Proof. Observe ﬁrst
ZCpaq X Rn “ Zpaq “
ď
iPI
Zpqiq “
ď
jPJ
Zpqjq “
ď
jPJ
ZCpqjq X Rn.
Fix x P Z X Rn and observe ZCpaqx “ ZpaOCn,xq. Let qi1 , . . . , qir be the primary ideals of our
normal primary decomposition whose zero-sets contain x. We may assume that qi1 , . . . , qis are
those primary ideals among qi1 , . . . , qir , which are in addition isolated. Observe
ZCpaqx “ ZpaOCn,xq “ Z
´ rč
ℓ“1
qiℓOCn,x
¯
“
rď
ℓ“1
Zp?qiℓOCn,xq
“
sď
ℓ“1
Zp?qiℓOCn,xq “
sď
ℓ“1
ZpqiℓOCn,xq “
sď
ℓ“1
ZCpqiℓqx “
ď
jPJ
ZCpqjqx;
hence, ZCpaq “
Ť
jPJ ZCpqjq.
For each ZCpqjq there exists by Lemma 6.4 an irreducible analytic germ Zj,Rn at Rn such that
ZCpqjq “ Zj,Rn Y σpZj,Rnq; hence, ZCpaq “
Ť
jPJ Zj,Rn Y σpZj,Rnq. By Remark 6.3 and the fact
that the primary ideals qj are isolated, we deduce Zj,Rn Ć Zj1,Rn Y σpZj1,Rnq if j ‰ j1. Thus, for
each j P J the germs Zj,Rn and σpZj,Rnq are irreducible components of ZCpaq. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 4.
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Proof of Theorem 4. By Lemma 6.4 there exists an irreducible analytic germ ZRn such that
ZCpqq “ ZRn Y σpZRnq. Now we prove the following implications.
(i) ùñ (ii) As IpZpqqq “ ?q, we deduce by [WB, pag.154] that ZCp?qq “ ZCpqq is the germ
of the ‘complexiﬁcation’ of Zp?qq “ Zpqq at Rn. Since the dimension of the ‘complexiﬁcation’
of Zpqq coincides with its dimension [WB, §8. Prop.12], we deduce dimpZCpqqq “ dimpZpqqq.
(ii) ùñ (i) Let YRn be the germ of the ‘complexiﬁcation’ of Zpqq at Rn. By [WB, pag.154]
we have YRn Ă ZRn X σpZRnq. Since ZRn is irreducible, we get that either ZRn “ σpZRnq or
dimpZRn X σpZRnqq ă dimpZRnq. But this is impossible because then
dimpZpqqq “ dimpYRnq ď dimpZRn X σpZRnqq ă dimpZRnq
ď dimpZRn X σpZRnqq “ dimpZCpqqq “ dimpZpqqq,
which is a contradiction. Thus, ZCpqq “ ZRn and
dimpZpqqq “ dimpYRnq ď dimpZRnq “ dimpZCpqqq “ dimpZpqqq;
hence, dimpYRnq “ dimpZRnq and as ZRn is irreducible, YRn “ ZRn . Thus, by Lemma 6.2 we have
f P ?q if and only if there exists an open neighbourhood Ω of Rn in Cn, a holomorphic extension
F of f to Ω and a complex analytic subset T Ă ZpF q in Ω such that TRn “ ZCpqq “ ZRn .
On the other hand, by [WB, pag.154] we have that g P IpZpqqq if and only if there exists an
open neighbourhood Ω of Rn in Cn, a holomorphic extension G of g to Ω and a complex analytic
subset S Ă ZpF q in Ω such that SRn “ YRn .
We conclude IpZpqqq “ ?q because ZRn “ YRn .
(ii) ùñ (iii) is straightforward.
(iii) ùñ (ii) Let pΩ, Zq be such that Ω is an open invariant neighbourhood of Rn in Cn and
Z is an irreducible representative of ZRn in Ω (see [WB, Cor.2, pag.151]). The irreducibility of
Z guarantees that it is pure dimensional; hence, so is Z Y σpZq. We have
dimpZpqqq ě dimpZpqqxq “ dimpZpqORn,xqq “ dimpZpqOCn,xqq
“ dimpZx Y σpZqxq “ dimpZRn Y σpZRnqq “ dimpZCpqqq ě dimpZpqq;
hence, dimpZCpqqq “ dimpZpqqq, as required. 
We ﬁnish this section with some arithmetic considerations.
Deﬁnition 6.6. A ﬁnite set F :“ tf1, . . . , fmu Ă OpRnq is sharp if dimpZCpf1, . . . , fmqq “ n´m.
Remarks 6.7. (i) Let F :“ tf1, . . . , fmu Ă OpRnq. For each ℓ “ 1, . . . ,m the (ﬁnitely generated)
ideal bℓ “ pf1, . . . , fℓqOpXq is saturated, so it admits a normal primary decomposition bℓ “Ş
jPJℓ qjℓ. Then it holds: F is a sharp family if and only if fℓ does not belong to any of the
minimal prime ideals of the family t?qj,ℓ´1ujPJℓ´1 for each ℓ “ 2, . . . ,m.
Let Ω be an open neighbourhood of Rn in Cn, on which each fi admits a holomorphic extension
Fi. Recall the following well-known consequence of the Identity Principle:
(6.7.1) If Y is an irreducible complex analytic subset of Ω, then Y is pure dimensional and if
F P H0pΩ,OCnq, then either Y Ă ZpF q or dimpY X ZpF qq ă dimpY q.
Thus, shrinking the open set Ω in each step, it follows from 6.7.1 that dimpZCpf1, . . . , fmqq ě
n´m. By Lemmas 6.4, 6.5 and 6.7.1 it holds dimpZCpf1, . . . , fmqq “ n´m if and only if fℓ does
not belong to any of the minimal prime ideals of the family t?qj,ℓ´1ujPJℓ´1 for each ℓ “ 2, . . . ,m.
As this kind of argument is standard, we leave the concrete details to the reader [C2, footnote
9, p. 96-97].
(ii) If a Ă OpRnq is an ideal, we have
suptcardpFq : F Ă a is sharpu “ n´ dimpZCpaqq ď n´ dimpZpaqq.
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If q is a primary ideal of OpRnq, we obtain by Theorem 4
IpZpqqq “ ?q if and only if suptcardpFq : F Ă q is sharpu “ n´ dimpZpqqq.
Lemma 6.8. Let q Ă OpRnq be a primary saturated ideal. Then q is a principal ideal if and
only if
?
q is a principal ideal.
Proof. For the ‘if’ implication, assume that
?
q is a principal ideal generated by f P OpRnq. One
can check that q is generated by fk where k “ mintm ě 1 : fm P qu.
Conversely, assume that q is generated by f P OpRnq. By [Ca, Prop.3] there exists h P OpRnq
such that hxOx “
?
fxOx for each point x P Rn. We claim ?q “ hOpRnq.
Indeed, if g P ?q “
a
fOpRnq, the germ gx P
?
fxOx “ hxOx for each x P Rn, so g P hOpRnq.
Now we prove h P ?q. Pick a point x P Zpqq. As hxOx “
?
fxOx, we ﬁnd an integer m such
that hmx P fxOx “ qOx. Since q is a saturated primary ideal, Lemma 1.1 implies hm P q, as
required. 
Corollary 6.9. Let q Ă OpRnq be a primary saturated ideal. We have
(i) If dimpZpqqq “ n´ 1, then IpZpqqq “ ?q.
(ii) If dimpZpqqq “ n´ 2, then IpZpqqq “ ?q if and only if q is not principal.
Proof. (i) follows from Theorem 4 because
n´ 1 “ dimpZpqqq ď dimpZCpqqq ď n´ 1.
(ii) Assume ﬁrst IpZpqqq “ ?q. Then
n´ 2 “ dimpZpqqq “ dimpZCpqqq “ n´ suptcardpFq : F Ă a is sharpu;
hence, q is not principal. Conversely, if q is not principal, then
n´ 2 “ dimpZpqqq ď dimpZCpqqq ď n´ 2
and by Theorem 4 we obtain IpZpqqq “ ?q. 
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